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1. (S/STD/NF) On 23 April 1990, four remote viewers (#018, 025, 
079 and 095) conducted one SOLO session each, for a total of four 
remote viewing sessions to determine: 

a. If one or more airdrops would occur in conjunction with 
a projected narcotics smuggling operation. If so, when and 
where'? SG1Ao 

b. If the fishing vessel, 
operation, and if so, how. 

was involved in the 

c. If an additional vessel, a 45-foot cigarette boat, was 
involved as well, and describe salient/identifying features. 

d. Determine if the island identified as 
be used as a cache site, and if so, what locati 
would be used. 

SG1Ao 
would 
sland 

e. Describe how narcotics would be packaged and stored. 

2. (SISTD/NF) 018 reported that two shipments would occur, one 
the night o~ollowed by a second early morning 24 May 
1990. The ~ould be involved in the operation, with 
the crew 'members pulling in the "packages" , using a large net 
with red reflectors on its floats. The cigarette boat would not 

SG1A be used unless an emergency occurred. Source concluded that 
"~""""would not be used as ~ cache site, but that an 
alternate location would be approximately 2332N/8021W, where the 
contraband will remain for only "about an hour." (Source did 

SG1Aosearch map of reported a tentative location at the 
northwest corner sland>. Narcotics will be "in large 
rectangular packages pf plasticized cloth with some kind of 
'painted' sealant used to close them." 
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3. (S/STD/NF) 025 reported that Hair drop activities H were 
"ongoing" (source meant perhaps that preparations were underway) 
at the time of the session, but would "take place" by May 25, at 
which time a parcel of cocaine was~' ivered to the air 
drop off point" vic 25N/73W. The and the cigarette SG1A 
boat were both directly involved, e a er transporting "a 
limited amount of cocaine to 23N/74W, from where it would 

SG1Ao continue .. al of the islands." The drugs would not be 
cached on Contraband was wrapped in some sort of 

SG1Ao 

SG1A 

SG1Ao 

green mater 
flu 

4. (S/STO/NF) 079 reported
1
airdrop would take place at 

locations--vic 23N/74W and v c 22N/73W, during the "ne 
days," presumably 23-25 May 1990. Source reported that 
~ould indeed be used to store the contraband on its 
~ near water." Contraband was "under white plastic." 

two 

5. (S/STO/NF) Viewer 095 reported airdrop would take place on 
0130 and 0430L vic 2340N7312W (NNE of ....... 
uld be involved in the airdrop as the pickup 

vessel. Plastic buoys would be employed in some fashion. 
Cigarette boat was involved but in some other U/I capacity. 
contraband would be stashed on llllllllllllin the eastern tip of 
the island. Operation could "~rted at a moment's 
notice" in event of anything suspicious. A location in the 
vicinity of the Dominican Republic was designated as an 
alternate. 

6. (S/STO/NF) SUMMARY: Three sources agreed tha 
would be used to cache contraband (025, 079 and 095), two of them 
specifying locations on the eastern side of the island (079 and 
095). One said the island would not be used (018). Two sources 
reported airdrop would occur early morning 24 May (018 and 095); 
one of these also specified late night 23 May for a separate drop 
(018). One source reported sometime during 23-25 Mayas the 
window (079), while a different source reported 25 May (025). 

s reported drop points within the general area of 
(025,079 and 095), wile one reported a drop point far 

to the west (018). 

7. A map showing salient points of locations is attached to this 
report. SG 1 J 
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